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Virgin Mary his life was spared. One thing must never be taken away from Pope John
Paul II. In all my years of research on Fatima, his belief in the power of the Blessed
Mother and his love for Her, as his love of Jesus Christ her son, is very strong–stronger than the powerful and magical metals titanium or kevlar.
As all Fatima scholars would say, the apparition of Our Lady of Fatima is above
all the other past apparitions because of the grandeur of the Miracle of the Sun: that
miracle denotes Jesus Christ meant business. The sad part is that as various people
during the discourse of the 20th Century have stated during other revelations from
heaven, to beware for signs of great deceptions and beware of the sad alerting signs
when brother will fight brother and cardinal will fight cardinal. With everybody arguing and fighting each other, Satan will smile, for it shall appear nobody in authority
will know the answer and it will be easy to confuse the masses of people. Moreover,
if you ask me, as long as the consecration of Russia is not done as requested, if there
is another part to the Third Secret, there stands a chance it may be fulfilled whatever
it may be.

Long before the Vatican revealed the crystalline words which enlightened the world
to the Third Secret, Major Dames in October of 1998 chose to enter the foreboding
secrets contained in the 3rd Secret no ordinary man had known before. The projects
of the past that were disclosed by PSI Tech had been largely directed at geophysical
events with an occasional session trying to find lost persons, until the first of October
of 1998. Until now it was confidential and for the chosen few. The Third Secret
undertaken by Major Dames in a PSI Tech project is not any project for the light of
heart. After he came back in late 1998 from an expedition to a Pacific island, he
essentially disclosed what he discovered when he remote-viewed what is called the
Third Secret.
Maj. Dames was profoundly impressed by what he remote-viewed and it is interesting to note that he became scared. The third part of the secret reveals a connection
to the Holy Bible. This Secret is the beginning of the end time prophecies.
Maj. Dames–until this was remote-viewed was a simple Christian and had not
taken the Bible seriously–said the third part of the secret “is an announcement that
heralds events (that were) described in Revelation” of the Bible and connected with the
biblical prophecy of the 6th Seal. To put it mildly, the words in Revelation denote the
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